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Abstract 

The effect of congressional electoral politics on pork barrel spending is a well -studied phenomenon. 

Likewise, presidential politics are receiving increased scrutiny. This paper aims to expand the 

literature relating presidential electoral politics and the geographic distribution of federal funds on a 

county level. It asks whether there is increased spending in the electorally-important counties in the 

electorally-important states during and after a presidential elections. Results show that there are in 

fact links between electoral importance and federal funding levels. However, results do not show a 

trend in those results over different elections. 
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I) Introduction  

Optimists might believe that the federal budget of the United States should be, and in fact, is 

distributed in such a way that increases the total social welfare of the American people (McCarty 

2000). They believe the American government completely, and without compromise keeps solely 

their interests at its heart.  

However, many people realize that politics also may play a part in the distribution of federal funding, 

though they believe that politicking to still be in their best interest . Pork barrel spending – or 

“government projects or appropriates yielding rich patronage benefits” – is not an uncommon 

phrase (Merriam-Webster Online 2012). State representatives might squabble to bring as much 

funding home as possible, sometimes to the detriment to others, but after all, one could argue that 

this is what their job entails: representing their state. 

Finally though, some admit that pure politics, divorced from responsibility to the overall welfare of 

America, also play a part in budgetary decision-making. Our leaders reward their supporters. They 

help those who have or will have helped them. These rewards take shape in federal funding to 

specific jurisdictions. 

This paper examines some of these links – between politics and the distribution of federal outlays. 

Specifically, it studies the president’s electoral politics, and the geographical distribution of the 

budget at a state and county level. During and immediately after an election year, I posit that the 

president and his party will attempt to divert extra funding to swing states, and within those swing 

states to the counties deemed electorally-important. They do so in order to increase his party’s 

chance of reelection. 

Several questions then are here at work. First, in what ways can a county be deemed electorally 

important? Second, if found electorally important, how does a political party use government outlays 

to sway votes? 

I use several different variables in my regressions to represent the ways in which a county can be 

deemed important. These include but are not limited to: the total number of registered voters in a 

county affiliated with a specific party, the number of independent registered voters, and changes in 

the number of registered voters relative to prior election years. The intuition behind these indicators 

is further explained in section IV and V. 

The mechanisms by which the president and his party might divert funds vary and could occur both 

before and after the election. They may attempt to directly incentivize voters by increasing funding 

for incredibly visible programs. This would increase spending before and during the election year. But 

the president may also promise local-leadership future funding if they support him during an 

election year, and help him solicit additional support. This latter strategy would likely cause spending 

to increase in the year following an election. 
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What this implies for my model is that I may find significance in both the election year, and the year 

following. Thus, I test for both years. 

Therefore, the results of such spending should be visible through an analysis of county-level spending 

patterns during election years and the years immediately after. Specifically, I study Florida in the 

1996, 2000, and 2004 presidential elections, and find that while each election appears to exhibit 

statistically significant behavior that generally follows my theory, there is in fact no overall trend. In 

other words, each election might be seen as unique. Furthermore, some results are in direct 

contention with my theory, which implies that there exists room for further future research. 

So even though my results might not be exhaustively conclusive, that lack of a conclusion only 

demarcates areas for future research. It does not lift the fog, but rather illuminates it, tracing the 

areas of its coverage. I explore those areas in section VII, following the presentation of my results. 

Finally, though I examine only Florida, I hope that this paper can be used a springboard to launch 

further inquiry into the politics of presidential elections and federal spending. As federal spending is 

a huge, and often dominating, factor in the lives of many American citizens, it is important to 

understand where that funding comes from, and why it is coming. And while there is a large 

literature exploring the federal budget and federal outlays in general, only rarely is funding linked to 

presidential elections.  

So, as a paper predominately focusing on federal spending and the factors that might affect it, it 

might be first useful to sketch a quick overview of the federal budgeting and spending process, so in 

section II, I begin with some background concerning the federal budget. In sections III and IV, I 

further examine the existing literature regarding particular factors affecting spending, specifically 

pork barrel politics. That review will lay the foundation of the theoretical framework found in 

section IV. In sections V, I discuss my data and methodology, in section VI, my results, and in 

section VII, my conclusion. 

II) The Federal Government Budget1 

The federal budget is in part a blue-print for government spending and in part “a political statement 

(because it shows what the ruling party in Congress considers spending priorities)” (Musser 2010). 

So as a broad overview, the budget process eventually “divvies up total spending by committee” for 

the next fiscal year – in other words, it sets limits (Hennessey 2011). During that next fiscal year then, 

the committees pass bills constrained to the budget set in the year prior. 

Altogether, the process occurs generally in the nine months preceding the start of the fiscal year 

(which usually begins in early October). Thus the process for the fiscal year 2012 (October 1, 2011 

to September 30, 2012) begins in January 2011 and ends sometime before October 2011.   

                                                           
1 For those readers already knowledgeable about the basics of the federal budget, feel free proceed straight to 
section III. 
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Within a budget’s life, it goes through three main phases. First, the president formulates a budget 

proposal and submits that proposal to congress between the 1 st Monday in January and the 1st 

Monday in February. 

Second, congress further crafts the budget, keeping the president’s proposal in mind. However, 

while not entirely powerless, the president’s proposal is largely symbolic. Congress first drafts a 

document called a budget resolution within which Congress sets “targets for total spending and 

receipts, the size of the deficit or surplus, and the debt limit” (whitehouse.gov 2011). Congress then 

divides the spending limits set forth in the resolution and allocates them to Appropriation 

Committees. These appropriation committees then further divide the spending limits to 

subcommittees. Finally, the committees draft Appropriation bills which provide funding levels for 

Federal programs. This ends the formulation period of the budget process. 

The third and final phase involves the execution and enforcement of the budget. This includes the 

simple monitoring of the budget, and also further edits to the budget. These edits could manifest as 

both additional appropriations for special events like natural disasters, or the rescinding of 

appropriation through presidential action. 

 

Table 1 

Calendar Summarizing the Federal Budget Process

 

This paper is concerned predominately with the actual funding received by states, and their 

individual counties. As mentioned above, the budget process influences and sets the limits of 

spending. And it is partly through this budget process that a political party might attempt to 

influence actual spending. 

From whitehouse.gov (2011) 
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There has been some study done on the general factors (ie. non-pork-barrel) affecting the 

distribution of the federal budget. Research dates at least as far back as 1957 (Mushkin 1957). In her 

paper, Distribution of Federal Expenditures Among the States, Selma J. Mushkin explores the 

factors that influence the distribution of federal funds to different states.  

An important distinction she makes in her analytical framework is that between a “dollar-flow 

approach” and a “beneficiary approach.” She says the former is “designed to trace the funds from 

their taxpayer sources to the recipients,” while the latter “traces federal expenditures to the 

recipients… for which the federal programs are designed.”  

To illustrate the difference, consider payments made to members of the Armed Forces. The dollar-

flow approach would identify the recipient of aid as the individuals who receive the actual payments 

(ie. members of the Armed Forces). Thus, geographically, it would identify the recipients as the 

states in which those individuals reside. This is a relatively straight-forward and common approach. 

However, in the beneficiary approach, the analysis states that the Armed Forces exist to benefit all 

citizens of the United States. Therefore, the true beneficiary of payments to members of Armed 

Forces is the entire population of the States. Benefits are not constrained locally, but rather expand 

beyond geographic boundaries. Thus, the “geographic beneficiary” (as far as one really exists) would 

include all the states of the US. 

For this paper, I have chosen to use the dollar-flow approach. Above all else, the choice was made 

for its simplicity. Using the beneficiary approach requires a variety of subjective judgments to be 

made that complicate analysis. For example, to re-use the Armed Forces, it is arguable that a military 

payment occurring in Virginia does not benefit the nation as a whole. In fact, loaded into such 

arguments are the assumptions that national defense is a concern for most citizens and that ci tizens 

are necessarily supportive of the Armed Forces. I seek to avoid such judgment calls, and instead 

proceed with the dollar-flow approach. 

Therefore, I choose to use overall funding (versus splitting such funding into individual programs) 

in each county, which limits any application of the beneficiary approach. I would only be able to 

apply a beneficiary approach if I divide general county-level funding into categories or programs. 

While such an approach might be useful, I limit the focus of this paper to general funding levels, and 

hopefully thus allow more depth to my analysis.  

Granted, using purely a dollar-flow approach does have its problems. It is entire possible that 

spending that is specified for one county may have benefits for other counties. A topic for another 

paper might include exploration of a “beneficiary” approach as well as a dollar-flow, in which the 

author would analyze each outlay and determine its beneficiary. 

III) Pork Barrel Politics at a Congressional Level 

As mentioned, in addition to general funding decisions, academics have studied extensively the 

phenomenon of pork barrel spending at a congressional level. The breadth of research relating to 

congress and the budget might be easily explained through the fact that it is essentially congress that 
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creates the budget. Because congress, and not the president, sets budget levels and drafts 

Appropriation bills, it is natural then that congress, and not the president, might be the subject of 

papers studying distributive politics. 

The history of research pertaining to congress and budget distribution extends more than 60 years. 

According to Alvarez (1997), “the two classic studies of the congressional pork barrel” are Muddy 

Waters (Maass 1951), and Pork Barrel Politics: Rivers and Harbors Legislation (Ferejohn 1974). These two 

works focus on specific instances of large federal projects.  

Along with those works, a variety of other research developed. For example, Congressmen in 

Committees (Fenno 1973), examines the power of committees. The author notes that several 

committees (Ways and Means, Appropriations) have nearly total control over fiscal matters in 

congress, and thus the congressmen that head those committees have exceptional power over the 

budget.  However, his book amounts more to “anecdotal evidence” than any sort of seminal 

academic study (Alvarez 1997). Another pair of books that document the powers of congress are 

Congress: The Electoral Connection (Mayhew 1974) and Congress and the Bureaucracy (Arnold 1979). 

Mayhew argues that re-election is the sole goal for congressmen. Arnold specifically addressed 

congressional elections and their relation to the distribution of federal outlays.  

Other dated academic papers include several that, in the same vein as Maass and Ferejohn, argue 

that pork barrel politics exist in relation to specific programs. These authors study both grant 

programs (Plott 1968; Rundquist and Ferejohn 1975; Strom 1975) and defense programs (Goss 

1972). There also exists more recent work that finds evidence of pork barrel politics (Alvarez and 

Saving 1997; Bickers and Stein 1994; Alvarez and Schousen 1993; Mebane 1992; Feldman and 

Jondrow 1984). 

Some if this research claims that pork barrel politics affect Democrats and Republicans differently. 

Alvarez (1997) finds first that the pork barrel “is alive and well in the 1980s.” More importantly 

though, Alvarez demonstrates that Democrats were more likely to benefit from the pork barrel than 

Republicans. In fact, the paper claims that “Republican benefited weakly or not at all.” This has 

important implications for this paper. If Republicans are less likely to benefit from pork barrel 

politics, then that might imply they are also less likely to engage in the pork barrel. There would 

simply be no reason because the pork barrel for Republicans has little return on investment. 

If Alvarez’s claims are true, then it is possible that they could manifest into my research. I would 

expect to find significance in variables important to Democrats, but not Republicans. For example, I 

would expect counties with a large number of Democratic registered voters to receive more funding 

than those counties with large number of Republicans. I expand on this idea in sections IV and V 

  

Overall though the findings on both the efficacy and presence of the politically-motivated 

distribution of federal funds are inconclusive. As noted above, there exists a substantial amount of 
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literature with positive results. However, there are also a number of articles concluding with negative 

results, or no results. 

Some authors find evidence that the population of a constituency pays scant attention to their 

representatives actions in government (Alvarez and Gronke 1995; Stone 1979).  This is important 

because it makes it less likely then that politicians would use distributive politics as an electoral tool. 

If a constituency cannot trace government outlays to their representatives, then attempting 

manipulate outlays would be near useless. 

Likewise, other authors find that pork-barreling does little to help representatives electorally, and 

even the presence of electorally-motivated distributive politics is contested (Anagnoson 1980; 

Chernick 1979; Gist and Hill 1984; Rundquist 1978; Rundquist and Griffith 1976).  

Such inconclusive evidence might call into question the importance or relevance of papers dedicated 

to similar research like this one. However, I argue that the very fact that the question remains 

unsettled calls for further research. In the next section, I introduce some of the research that has 

already been produced concerning presidential politics. 

IV) Pork Barrel Politics at a Presidential Level 

So while the volume of papers detailing legislative pork barrel politics dwarf those concerned with 

the president, there are still several authors that have previously explored presidential politics. 

Three papers directly and specifically examine presidential politics and pork barrel politics: McCarty 

(2000), Larcinese, Rizzo and Testa (2006), and Mebane (2002). McCarty (2000) stresses the 

importance of presidential veto power. He finds that “the veto may have quite large effects on the 

distribution of spending.” 

Larcinese et al. (2006) examines the effect of presidential politics on the distribution of the federal 

budget to states, and finds that the states that are the most rewarded are those that heavily favored 

the president. Conversely, swing states did not receive additional funding, like one might expect. 

The most relevant research to this paper is a study done in 2002 by Walter R. Mebane and Gregory J. 

Wawro. The paper also examines the relationship between presidential-election politics and localized 

federal expenditures (LFEs). Specifically, they posit that particular areas of spending will change in 

electorally-important geographies both before and after a presidential election.  

The intuition is that prior to an election, the president and his party will attempt to influence voters 

directly by increasing spending in categories that are easily traceable to presidential activities. These 

categories include, but are not limited to, military employment, civilian procurements, and civilian 

salaries.  

After an election, the framework dictates that the president will basically reward the local elites who 

helped him achieve election. That reward will come either through direct increased spending, or 

presidential appointments whereby those local elites can personally attempt to divert spending to 
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their districts. Note that through either method, spending in the electorally-important district will 

increase. However, unlike ex-ante spending increases, these ex-post increases need not be in 

categories that are readily apparent to voters. 

The paper determines electorally-important districts by using the “proportion of the two-party vote 

cast for the incumbent in each county in the preceding presidential election.” 

IV) Theoretical Framework 

This paper builds off the theoretical framework used by Mebane and Wawro. However, rather than 

examine specific expenditure categories, I use total expenditures in a particular county. The focus is 

shifted from the 1984 election to the 1996, 2000 and 2004 elections, and concentrated on Florida. 

Furthermore, I propose that ex-post effects on spending can occur with either the incumbent or the 

challenger winning the election. Finally, I develop a different vote-targeting system. Rather than 

target the counties with the closest results, I use a variety of different measures to gauge “electoral 

importance.” These measures include the number of registered voters for each party, the number of 

registered voters relative to the last election cycle, and the total number of votes for each party 

relative to the number of votes in the last election cycle. These ideas are further explained in the data 

and methodology section. Notably, I do not believe that the proportion of voters or the vote that a 

political wins is important. The idea is that gaining a “majority” in specific counties is irrelevant to 

winning the state as a whole. In order to gain the votes of the Electoral College in a state, who wins 

each individual county is not important – instead, the total proportion of votes in the state is 

paramount. 

Thus, like Mebane and Wawro, a fundamental assumption of this paper is that, during an election 

year, the president is concerned with reelection. In order to gain reelection, the president must win a 

majority of the voters in the Electoral College. For each state, the voters in the Electoral College 

vote as a block, based off the popular vote in that state. The perceived proportion of popular votes 

that a president wins in a state, s, is represented by Ps. 

Which means that his expected electoral votes in a state s is Cs*Bs where C is a binary variable equal 

to 1 if Ps ≥ .5 and equal to 0 if Ps < .5, and B is the number of electors in state s. The intuition is that 

each state has a winner-take-all situation, and that winner is determined by Ps. 

The incumbent party then wants to maximize its total expected share of Electoral College votes, or 

Max(Σ(Cs*Bs)). In order to maximize that expected share, the president and his party influence states 

in which the expected popular vote proportions are closest to 0.5, and that have a relatively large 

proportion of electors. For the purposes of this paper, the form his influence takes is as power over 

federal budget funding. Thus, the president will attempt to control funding decisions in the states 

electorally-important to him. 

Within those electorally-important states, the president and his party will further allocate federal 

funding to specific counties. Because counties are not subject to any winner-take-all rule of politics, 

obtaining a majority of voter, on the county level, is irrelevant. Rather, the president will target the 
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counties with the most voters. Specifically, I propose that the president may have several different 

strategies regarding targeting counties. First, he could target the counties with the highest population 

of registered voters affiliated with his party, in order to make sure they vote. He knows that if they 

vote, they will vote for his party. The risk is that they don’t vote at all. Second, he might target 

counties with the lowest population of registered voters, relative to the last election. The intuition behind 

this is: if a party sees that it doesn’t have a substantial number of registered voters this election, but 

it did have a substantial number last election, then it might funnel resources into that county, 

because it knows it should have a voting base. Third, he could target counties with the highest 

population of independents or swing voters. He wants to induce them to vote for the incumbent 

party rather than the challenging party. The risk is not only that they will not vote, but also that they 

might even vote against his party. Finally, I also think it is possible that a party might promise 

rewards to the counties that best improve their voting, relative to the last election. So, if a county 

garners significantly more votes this election than last election, I think that it might be rewarded with 

resources the year following the election. 

This is touched upon in the preceding paragraph, but also following the theory laid out by Mebane 

and Wawo, the president’s influence over federal funding in each county can be used in two ways: to 

directly garner popular support, or to indirectly garner public support through local -elites.  

In order to directly garner popular support, the president would increase spending in highly visible 

categories prior to the election. Conversely, to indirectly garner popular support, the president would 

enlist the help of local-elites. In return, he would promise those elites either an increase in future 

spending in the area, or an appointed position, in which the elites could themselves attempt to direct 

additional federal funding to their respective counties. If the president did target local -elites, the 

effects on spending would regardless occur after the election. 

This question of before and after is addressed in the next section. In short, I test both election years 

and the years following. 

To continue, within each state, the expected proportion of popular votes the president wins is P s. A 

possible proxy for voter-turnout is voter registration, V.  

Voter registration can be further broken down by county, c, and affiliation, where i represents an 

affiliation with the incumbent party, u an affiliation with neither party, and h an affiliation with the 

challenging party. So for example, Vic would represent the number of registered incumbent voters in 

some particular county c.  

Therefore, Ps can be represented as Σ (ticVic + acVuc) / Σ (ticVic + tncVnc + Vuc) where t is the 

percentage of registered voters expected to actually turnout to vote, and a is the probability that an 

independent voter will vote for the incumbent party.  

Thus, this paper proposes that t and a are themselves functions of federal funding in their respective 

counties, and the president will use that relationship to influence the expected proportion of the 

popular vote he will receive in a state, and thereby influence the entire election. 
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So to summarize, the president’s primary focus is to get reelected. In order to get reelected, he must 

win a majority of the votes in the Electoral College. Because the Electoral College is a winner-take-

all system for each state, he will focus his resources on the states with the narrowest perceived 

margin of victory. In those states, he can direct federal funding on a county level. Because he wants 

to increase his total number of votes in each state, the president will likely direct those funds 

towards counties with greatest electoral importance, as defined earlier. 

V) Data and Methodology 

In this paper, I set out to examine the effects that presidential electoral politics have on the 

distribution of federal funding at a county-level. I ask the question: Does an abnormal amount of 

federal funding go to counties that are considered electorally important? 

In asking this question, there are two primary ideas that I have to set out to define. The first is how 

does the researcher define “abnormal” in relation to county level funding? The second is what can a 

researcher use to define “electorally important”?  

These questions are partially answered in the previous section, but now must be addressed 

empirically by whatever data is available. 

 

I use data from a single state over the course of three election cycles – Florida in the 1996 election 

between Bill Clinton and Bob Dole, 2000 election between George W. Bush and Al Gore, and the 

2004 election between George W. Bush and John Kerry. 

Two datasets are required. First is federal funding, broken down to county levels. This data is 

provided by the US Census Bureau, and from this data, I can create the dependent variable S of 

surprise or unexpected spending. Surprise spending is simply the unexpected change in spending 

for any given year. 

To calculate surprise spending for a base year, I use both the two and three previous years to project 

forward a single year (so this yields two different unexpected spending values per year). So if I am 

analyzing year 2000, I would essentially draw a best-fit line for years 1997, 1998 and 1999, or only 

1998 and 1999, and project that into 2000. I subtract that value from the actual spending in 2000 to 

find S, surprise spending. 

I use a limited timeframe to project spending for several reasons. The biggest is to account for 

election cycles. Given new presidents, and new congressmen bring in new policies, I argue using 

non-current election cycle years is less accurate than current-election cycle. Furthermore, data only 

reaches as far back as 1993; therefore for the 1996 election, it is really only possible to use a 

maximum of a three-year trend-line. 
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The second dataset must address the question of what constitutes electoral importance. I define 

“electoral importance” over several different categories in order to provide a comprehensive model. 

Specifically five or seven variables act as electoral importance, depending on whether I am 

examining the election year or the year after. These variables and the intuition behind them are listed 

below. The data comes from the Florida Division of Elections website. 

1. T (Dems Jan): Number of registered voters affiliated with the Democratic Party in each county 

as of January of the election year. This variable is referred to “Dems Jan” in Tables 2 and 3. 

The intuition behind why this might be electorally important is that a political party will target 

counties that have the highest number of absolute voters. At a county level, the percentage vote 

doesn’t matter – or in other words, it doesn’t matter if you “win” a county. In short, the party wants 

to make sure that its voters actually come out to vote.  

For example, pretend the Democratic Party is choosing to allocate funding between two counties, A 

and B. County A has a population of two, one democrat, one republican. County B has a population 

of 10, three Democrats, seven Republicans. I argue that the Democratic Party might target County B 

because it has the higher population of Democratic voters, despite the fact county B has the higher 

proportion. 

2. U (Reps Jan): Number of registered voters affiliated with the Republican Party in each county as 

of January of the election year. 

This has the same intuition as that of 1. W. However, I should mention that I do include both 

variables in each regression regardless of who the incumbent is. I would argue that the challenger 

can still exert power over the budget and federal outlays if it has members in legislatively important 

positions like committee chairs.  

3. V (None Jan): Number of registered voters unaffiliated with any party as of January of the 

election year. 

Intuition for this variable is much like variables W and X, except targeting swing or independent 

voters instead of party voters. 

4. W (Dems Missing): Final number of votes for the Democratic presidential candidate in the 

previous election year minus the number of registered Democratic voters in the January of the 

current election year.  

The purpose of this variable is to basically show how many voters are missing compared to last 

election. 

So for example, pretend I am studying the 2000 election and the number of Democratic voters in a 

particular county looks like this: 
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January 2000: 5 

Election Day 1996: 20  

This would imply that the Democratic Party is “missing” 15 voters compared to the last election 

cycle. The intuition of this is that a party might attempt to divert resources where it knows it has 

historically had a voter base, but has yet to achieve that base in the current election. 

Note that sometimes the “January 2000” number is in fact higher than the “Election Day 1996” 

number, thus yielding a negative number. Despite yielding a negative number, the intuition 

underlying this variable still stands, because it’s really the relative values from county to county that 

matter. 

5. Y (Reps Missing): Final number of votes for the Democratic presidential candidate in the 

previous election year minus the number of registered Democratic voters in the January of the 

current election year. 

The intuition for this variable is identical to that of Y. 

6. X (Dems Improve): The number of votes for the democratic presidential candidate in the 

current election cycle minus the number of votes for the democratic presidential candidate in the 

previous election cycle. 

The purpose of this variable is show the improvement in votes relative to the last election. 

So for example, again pretend I am studying the 2000 election, and the final actual votes for the 

democratic candidate are thus: 

November 2000: 20 

November 1996: 5 

This would imply that party managed to improve voter turnout in that county by 15 votes compared 

to the last election cycle. I would thus assume that it might reward that county with additional 

funding. Such funding would occur in the year after the election, or maybe even the year after that 

(though I don’t include that second year in my analysis). 

A significant problem with this variable relates to its causality. It is possible that, using the example 

above that the causality runs the other way. In other words, voter turnout improved because the 

party promised future funding, which it ultimately delivered.  

7. Z (Reps Improve): The number of votes for the republican presidential candidate in the current 

election cycle minus the number of votes for the republican presidential candidate in the previous 

election cycle. 

8. Various controls 
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I also include several other independent variables to control for various effects. These include 

changes in population, the unemployment rate, total spending, and total population in each county. 

 

To summarize, I test two equations, one for election years, one for the years after: 

Election Year (1996, 2000, 2004):  

S = a + bT + cU + dV + eW + fY + err + controls 

Year Following an Election Year (19997, 2001, 2005): 

S = a + bT + cU + dV + eW + fY + gX + hZ + err 

Where: 

S = Difference between expected spending and actual spending 

a, b, c, d, e, f, g and h are coefficients 

T = Registered Democrats 

U = Registered Republicans 

V = Unaffiliated voters 

W = Democratic votes in previous election – Registered Democrats 

X = Republican votes in previous election – Registered Republicans 

Y = Democratic votes in previous election – Democratic votes 

Z = Republican votes in previous election – Republican votes 

All variables are on a county-level. 

I test the equation above for six different years: 1996, 1997, 2000, 2001, 2004, and 2005.  

VI) Empirical Results 

In order to test my hypothesis that the president and his party will distribute increased federal 

funding to counties in Florida that they deem electorally important, I regress unexpected spending 

on the variables listed in the last section. My results can be found in Tables 2 and 3, on pages 15 and 

16 respectively. 

Altogether my results are incredibly variable. They do not even begin to set a trend. Granted, three 

elections are too few to create statistically significantly results that would be generalizable over all 

elections. I discuss further implications of this lack of results in the next section. 

However, my results do offer possible insights into the individual elections they study: 

Election of 1996 
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In my analysis of the Election of 1996, between Bill Clinton and Bob Dole, I primarily draw from 

the statistical output derived using a 2-year trend line. I do not use my output derived from a 3-year 

trend line because several counties have an unexplained, sudden jump in spending between 1994 and  

Table 2  

Unexpected Spending and the Electoral Importance of Counties  

(Using a 2-year Trend Line to Predict Expected Spending) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 1996 1997 2000 2001 2004 2005 

T (Dems Jan) -33,287* -14,478* 1,555 2,117 17,033*** 5,251 

 (-1.87) (-1.71) (0.55)  

 

(0.63) 

(6.62) (1.20) 

       

U (Reps Jan) 17,703 2,516 4,287** -6,222*** -2,253 7,568* 

 (1.61) (0.56) (2.22) (-2.96) (-1.44) (1.71) 

       

V (None Jan) 167,515*** -11,293 -2,301 -7,375 -17,698*** -40,847*** 

 (3.15) (-0.49) (-0.31) (-1.04) (-2.67) -4.46 

       

W (Dems Missing) (6,133) -19,390* 8,301** -3,879 29,601*** 4,568 

 (-0.27) (-1.72) (2.43) (-1.03) (8.08) (0.61) 

       

X (Reps Missing) 55,180*** -8,022 3,936 -9,173** 12,537** -16,788** 

 (2.69) (-0.98) (0.85) (-1.98) (2.41) (-2.25) 

       

Y (Dems Improve) -- -20,087 -- 11,267*** -- 6,239 

 -- (-1.23) -- (2.65) -- (0.57) 

       

Z (Reps Improve) -- -32,110**   -- 14,853*** -- -652 

 -- (-2.19) -- (2.79) -- (-0.04) 

       

Total Spending -0.104*** -0.002 -0.192*** 0.008 0.023*** 0.030*** 

 (-2.66) (-0.16) (-3.21) (1.51) (3.61) (2.99) 

       

Change in Pop. -54,477 -14,323 3,982 -23,238*** 41,147*** -19,551 

 (-1.19) (-1.04) (1.53) (-2.82) (5.32) (-1.55) 

       

Unemployment 3.44e+07 -2.57e+07* 4.69e+07** -4.05e+07** -3.73e+07 -1.46e+07 

 (0.99) (-1.70) (2.17) (-2.11) (-1.37) (-0.29) 

       

Total Population -57 1,775** 268 0 -718* 720 

 (-0.04) (2.43) (0.98) (-0.00) (-1.82) (1.12) 

N 67 67 67 67 67 67 

adj. R2 .41 .42 .57 .51 .79 .59 
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Table 3  

Unexpected Spending and the Electoral Importance of Counties  

(Using a 3-year Trend Line to Predict Expected Spending – Note that years 1996 and 1997 are 

not used in analysis for reasons described above) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 1996 1997 2000 2001 2004 2005 

T (Dems Jan) -1,747* -14,808 2,364 6,372** 9,135*** 17,806*** 

 (-0.26) (-1.33) (0.60) (2.34) (3.46) (3.54) 

       

U (Reps Jan) -20,544*** -29,138*** 4,433 -4,331** 2,123 838 

 (-4.89) (4.92) (1.63) (-2.53) (1.33) (0.17) 

       

V (None Jan) 55,712*** 46,476 -1,415 -6,355 -17,991*** -50,650*** 

 (2.74) (1.55) (-0.14) (-1.10) (-2.65) -4.81 

       

W (Dems Missing) -28,893*** -72,659*** 13,090*** 5,391* 26,156*** 29,225*** 

 (-3.29) (-4.92) (2.73) (1.75) (6.95) (3.40) 

       

X (Reps Missing) -35,681*** -62,886*** 4,582 -6,980* 26,158*** -9,492 

 (-4.55) (-5.86) (0.71) (-1.85) (4.89) (-1.11) 

       

Y (Dems Improve) -- -81,796*** -- 1,095 -- -8,580 

 -- (-3.84) -- (0.32) -- (-0.68) 

       

Z (Reps Improve) -- -62.886***   -- 9,563** -- 19,374 

 -- (-5.86) -- (2.21) -- (1.05) 

       

Total Spending -0.080*** -.175*** -0.132 0.001 0.021*** 0.044*** 

 (-5.38) (-9.66) (-1.58) (0.19) (3.27) (3.86) 

       

Change in Pop. 90,871*** -1,290 -5,004 -8,037 35,019*** -3,842 

 (5.21) (-1.35) (-1.37) (-1.20) (4.41) (-0.27) 

       

Unemployment 1.10e+07 -3.32e+06 3.76e+07 -2.09e+07 1.06e+07 -2.84e+07 

 (0.82) (-0.17) (1.24) (-1.34) (0.38) (-0.49) 

       

Total Population -3,659*** -1,290 769** -205 -703 765 

 (-6.24) (-1.35) (2.01) (-0.60) (-1.74) (1.03) 

N 67 67 67 67 67 67 

adj. R2 .87 .95 .59 .58 .72 .74 
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1995 in the dataset I use. I account for this jump by using the slope of the trend line created from 

years 1993 and 1994, and projecting off the higher 1995 base. I cannot use a three-year trend line 

because I do not have access to data before 1993 (I would require data from 1992, 1993, and 1994 

for a three-year trend line). 

My results from 1996 suggest that the incumbent Democratic party may have targeted independent 

voters with additional funding during the year of the election (versus the year following the election).  

The variable representing number of registered independent voters in January 1996 exhibits both 

statistical significance (t =3.15) and practical significance (it has a coefficient of 167,515, which 

suggests that for each additional registered independent in a county, unexpected spending increases 

by $167,515).  

It is possible that independents had such significance because registration of Democratic voters was 

high enough so that it didn’t present an issue for the Democratic Party. On average, there were 

20,000 more registered voters in January 1996, than actual voters for the Democratic Party in 

November 1992. Compare this to an average of 13,456 for the Republican Party in the same election, 

or 16,811 and 14,808 for the Democratic Party in the next two presidential elections. Because 

Democratic registration was less of an issue, the party instead focused on finding support among 

independents. 

Keep in mind though, that this does not amount to a statistically significantly results, but rather 

conjecture that may help elucidate issues for further study (see Table 4 below). 

Table 4  

Summary Table for Variables W & X 

Number of Registered Voters in January as Compared to Final Votes of the Previous Election 

 Observations Mean Standard Dev. Min Max 

Democrat 1996 67 -21,502 27,014 -12,048 -2,313 

Republican 1996 67 -13,456 22,351 -108,155 3,444 

      

Democrat 2000 67 -16,811 21,656 -111,591 -888 

Republican 2000 67 -15,470 25,491 -115,377 3,111 

      

Democrat 2004 67 -14,808 20,742 -99,794 4,021 

Republican 2004 67 -10,082 17,749 -92,917 3,914 

 

In 1997, the year following the election, very few variables claimed statistical significance, with only 

variable Z (number of Republican votes in 1996 minus number of Republican votes in 1992) 

crossing a 5% significance level.  This implies that for each additional vote a county garnered in the 

1996 relative to 1992, funding for a county was unexpectedly lower by $32,110. My theory does little 

to explain why this might have occurred; however I can still offer several ideas that might warrant 

additional research. An interesting, though admittedly unlikely, idea is that the counties in which 
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Republicans most improved their voter turnout, were “punished” in some way when the incumbent 

Democratic president was reelected. Another conjecture is that variables outside my model were 

responsible for the decline, like changes in other high-level, non-presidential political seats. Finally, it 

is possible that there are simply other ways to interpret my results. Perhaps a fall in Republican 

spending indicates a relative rise in Democratic spending, which would make sense, because the 

Democratic Party won the 1997 election. 

Election of 2000 

During the election of 2000, it appears that the number of “missing” Democratic voters was an 

important factor in determining the distribution of federal funding. According to my analysis, a 

county with one fewer registered Democratic voter in January 2000 relative to total Democratic 

turnout in 1996 would receive in additional $13,090 or $8,301 of unexpected funding (depending on 

whether I use a two-year trend line or three-year trend line to predict spending). Such as a result is in 

line with my stated theory. I in fact do expect the number of “missing” voters to be statistically 

significant with a positive sign, because I believe that “missing” voters signify electoral importance.  

Furthermore, both models signal that, after the Republican Party won the Presidential election, they 

rewarded the counties that most improved their voter turnout. Specifically, a county that improved 

its voter turnout by one vote received additional funding of $9,563 to $14,853. Alternatively, voter 

turnout may have been higher in those counties, because the Republican Party promised future 

rewards. 

Election of 2004 

Similar to the election of 2000, the incumbent party, this time the Republicans, diverted unexpected 

funding to counties that had the fewest registered voters relative to the previous election cycle. 

However, additional funding was also found in counties that had the fewest registered Democratic 

voters relative to the previous election cycle. Both models demonstrate this trend. 

Specifically, one fewer Republican voter appeared to yield a county an additional $12,375 or $26,158. 

Likewise, one fewer Democrat yielded a county an additional $26,156 or $29,601. Though my 

original theory does not expect such a phenomenon, it is plausible that both Democrats and 

Republicans may attempt to woo voters, but only if those voters were capable of tracing back 

spending to the initiatives of each respective party (which actually seems unlikely). 

Depending on model, this phenomenon persists into the year following the election for the 

Democratic Party. Using a 3-year trend line, it appears that spending remained elevated in counties 

that had the fewest registered voters, as compared to 1996. Such a trend might be attributed to 

multi-year budget items, or the presence of some Democratic local-elite. 

VII) Conclusion and Further Research 

From my research explored above, it appears that thus far, no trend can be pinpointed for 

electorally-induced distribution of the federal budget. That isn’t to say though that the politics of 
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presidential elections does not affect budget distribution at a county level. Rather, each election must 

be taken uniquely. 

In 1996, the Democrats appeared to target independent voters, at least as far as the federal outlays 

go. Conversely, the 2004 Republicans targeted counties where they might be able to shore up 

support among known Republican voters. And while these results are both statistically and 

practically significantly, they remain unique to their specific election cycles – neither party targeted 

independents in 2004.  

Rather than take this lack of a general trend as conclusive though, I propose that it is a primary area 

for further research. To start, one could attempt to broaden the research and data used – include 

other presidential elections and data from other states.  

Furthermore, the use of more elections might also make available more control variables. With 

enough elections, a researcher might include controls for changes in congressmen, the composition 

of the House and Senate, and the affiliation of committee heads. Along the same vein, given more 

states, local politics could also be brought in to further buffer the model. One might include factors 

such as the affiliation of the state Governor, or the composition of the state Congress. 

For those with a greater understanding of individual government programs, further research could 

be done using the beneficiary approach for labeling the geographic recipient of federal funding. One 

might explore the idea that even though one county is cited to have received funding, it is possible 

that the funding that occurred “in” that county actually benefits another. Another possible 

refinement to both the dollar-flow approach and beneficiary approach would be to split funding into 

categorical subsets, and examine the distribution of funding per county rather than total levels. For 

example, it is possible that a county economically dependent on agriculture might receive increased 

agriculture-related spending, despite the fact total spending appears normal.  

These results may also prove a foundation for non-economic or non-political-science research and 

study. I would argue that any paper exploring political incentives has ethical undertones, however 

much the author tries to suppress them. Though I have attempted to avoid any value judgments in 

this paper, that does not mean that future scholars should be discouraged from exploring the ethics 

and philosophies of distributive politics. In fact, I hope that this is an area in which this paper can 

provide the most insight or support. American politics are ostensibly connected to the American 

people, and their wellbeing. If this paper provides evidence of the pork barrel, I hope another will 

explore that barrel’s benefits economically and perhaps even morally. For example, a question I see 

rarely asked in papers documenting the pork barrel should be the first – is it corrupt? Immoral? 

Amoral? Little would be more interesting to me than further exploration of such issues.  

Overall, this paper offers a glimpse into contemporary pork barrel politics at a presidential level, 

demonstrating that connections exist between county funding and bids for presidential election, 

representing one stone, however chipped, in the bridge that links anecdotal knowledge to academic 

rigor.  
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